
Ministry Scheduler Pro

Volunteer Scheduling Made Easier

!
Update Availability Flexible Scheduling Reminders and Subs

Tiered AccessAuto Scheduler Easy Communication

Reduce no shows with auto reminders and let volunteers find their own 
subs online or through the mobile app.

Allow volunteers to submit availability online or through the mobile app. 

Accommodate volunteers with busy schedules, keep families together and 
avoid double bookings. 

to all volunteers, increasing communication and accountability. 

Tiered access allows you to delegate responsibilities while remaining in control.

Auto-scheduler places volunteers fairly in the schedule, while still honoring 
their preferences and availability.

See why over 3,000 churches trust MSP to schedule, 

manage and communicate with church volunteers.

Get More People Involved in Ministry
MSP helps you grow your ministry and participation with three key features:

Interested in learning more? Visit www.ministryschedulerpro.com or call 888-622-0949 for more information.

MSP saves time and takes the pain out of ministry scheduling: 

Please pass this along to the person coordinating ministry schedules at your church.

MSP’s Announcement pane sends customized emails and text message

Get More People Involved in Ministry
MSP helps you grow ministry participation with three key features:

Allow volunteers to submit availability online or through the mobile app.

Accommodate volunteers with busy schedules, keep families together and avoid 
double bookings.

Reduce no shows with auto reminders and let volunteers find their own subs online 
or through the mobile app.

Volunteer Scheduling Made Easier
MSP saves time and takes the pain out of ministry scheduling:

Auto scheduler places volunteers fairly in the schedule, while still honoring their 
preferences and availability.

Tiered access allows you to delegate responsibilities while remaining in control.

MSP’s Announcement pane sends customized emails and text messages to all 
volunteers, increasing communication and accountability.

Interested in learning more? Visit www.ministryschedulerpro.com or call 888-622-0949 for more information.

Please pass this along to the person coordinating ministry schedules at your church.
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Collect Availability Flexible Scheduling Reminders & Subs



AWS

MSP’s web servers run on 
Amazon Web Services, 
the most secure and 

reliable cloud computing  
environment available.

AES 128

Data in transmission is 
secured by the same 

government approved  
AES-128 bit algorithm  
used in online banking.

Security Audit

Redspin, Inc. audits  
and tests our security 

protections and protocols, 
ensuring your data 

remains safe.

PCI Compliance

Compliance with the  
Payment Card Industry  
Data Security Standard 

ensures all payments get 
processed securely.

Scheduling Children

   • Ensure a qualified adult is scheduled alongside youth volunteers.

   • Avoid scheduling both parents when a small child requires care. 

   • Track emergency contacts and allergy information.

Protect Privacy

   • Allow particular volunteers, like minors, to be unlisted on rosters.

   • Keep assignments visible only to others in the ministry. 

   • Limit contact info to leaders or others in the same ministry. 

Ensure onsite safety

   • Track background checks, Safe Environment info, and training dates.

   • Deactivate new volunteers until they complete training and safety checks.

   • Real-time reporting from the sign-in kiosk via the MSP App.

Over 3,800 churches organizing over 1,000,000 volunteers 
trust MSP to protect their volunteers’ privacy and safety.

Scheduling with Privacy & Security in Mind


